HOP-STOPPING VIDEO
ENA Honoring Member Who Put a Camera on Dangerous Teen Trend

By Kendra Y. Mims, ENA Connection
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peeding down a narrow country
road in Salem, Ore., almost turned
deadly for Josh Martinson and his
friends last year when he lost control of
the car at more than 125 mph.
The four 16-year-old Sprague High
School students had decided to go ‘‘hill
hopping,’’ a dangerous activity in
which the driver speeds down a rural
road and accelerates before the top of
a hill to make the car go airborne.
Though Martinson was impaled
through the shoulder by a fence post,
he and his friends survived without
any permanent injuries and were
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treated at Salem Hospital.
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SEE FOR YOURSELF
Kelly Owen’s video, which will be
honored with this year’s ENA
Media Award, can be viewed on
YouTube by visiting tinyurl.com/
hillhopping or scanning the QR
code here.
WARNING:
This video
contains
graphic
images.

especially in the ED. We see a lot,’’
she said. ‘‘I have a dual role as an
emergency room nurse and an injury
prevention nurse, so I think differently.
I see through two sets of glasses. I see
tragic things in the emergency room,
but then I am always looking for ways
to prevent those things. I’m always
looking for stories to tell and ways to
use those stories as education.’’
Martinson’s hill-hopping accident
inspired Owen to interview him and
his passengers and create a video that
would allow them to share their story
with other teens, including why they
decided to engage in the dangerous
activity.
‘‘I suspect their choice was
probably the same as ones other kids
make,’’ Owen said. ‘‘But I wanted to
go further and have them share what it
felt like to be in a car crash. Was it
painful? Was it scary? What did it feel
like to be a trauma patient and have a
pole go through your shoulder? What
lessons did you learn? Was it really
worth it? What advice would you give
to other kids who are thinking about
doing the same thing?’’
The teens and their parents were

Driver Josh Martinson, now 17, bears ghastly scars where a pole impaled him through
the back and shoulder in a high-speed crash in Salem, Ore. (top and opposite page).
excited about the idea, as they were
looking for an opportunity to raise
awareness about the dangers of hill
hopping.
During the interview process,
Owen, video producer Mark Glyzewski
and Vicki Kimpton, Owen’s injury
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prevention partner, separated the teens
from each other and their parents to
get authentic responses.
‘‘We got consent from both the kids
and parents to interview them

Continued on next page
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‘‘I wanted to go further and have them
share what it felt like to be in a car crash.
Was it painful? Was it scary? What did it feel like
to be a trauma patient and have a pole go through
your shoulder? What lessons did you learn?
Was it really worth it? What advice would you
give to other kids who are thinking
about doing the same thing?”
KELLY OWEN, RN, ADN, CEN (left)
with video producer Mark Glyzewski

Hill Hopping
Continued from previous page
separately,’’ Owen said. ‘‘We wanted
them to be honest because it’s
important. I feel they gave really
honest answers, and I really appreciate
that about them. It’s tough for
teenagers to admit that they made a
bad choice, especially on camera.’’
The six-minute video, featuring the
four teens talking about their close call
with death and the dangers and
consequences of hill hopping, shows
graphic photos of their injuries from the
accident scene and the hospital. It also
includes interviews from the Salem
firefighter/paramedic who cut
Martinson out of the car and the Salem
Hospital trauma surgeon who treated
Martinson’s soft-tissue injury. The
surgeon explains how Martinson’s
injury could have been fatal if the fence
post had struck him a few inches lower.
The video is shown at schools in
the Northwest as a part of the injuryprevention program Trauma Nurses
Talk Tough, which originated in
Oregon. Owen said she has numerous
opportunities to show the video to
teens in driver’s education classes
throughout the area and health classes
at local high schools.
‘‘I’m constantly looking for
educational opportunities to teach kids
something,’’ Owen said. ‘‘This video is
a great injury-prevention tool, and
anyone who teaches injury prevention
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can use it. It’s a great video because
it’s coming directly from the kids who
have experienced this, and they are
talking to other kids about the dangers
of it. It’s a peer-to-peer thing, and I
think that holds a lot of credibility.
And that was the vision, intent and
purpose behind the video.’’
Since its release in July 2013, Owen
said the video has been shown to
about 3,800 students in 27 classes and
has almost 60,000 views on YouTube.
KGW-TV in Portland featured the story
and video on its website last July.
During her presentations, Owen has
received positive feedback from
students who have viewed the video.
She believes the messages, such as the
importance of wearing a seat belt and
the dangers of speeding and distracted
driving with other teenage passengers,
are resonating with students.
‘‘This is a great story to tell, and it
has a lot of important messages,’’ she
said. ‘‘It’s interesting that since we’ve
debuted the video last summer, we
haven’t had any more hill-hopping
crashes. They are getting the
information.’’
Owen will receive this year’s ENA
Media Award on Oct. 11 during the
Awards Gala at the ENA Annual
Conference in Indianapolis. The award
recognizes a media presentation
(television, radio, Internet or print) that
portrays emergency nursing in a
positive, accurate and professional
manner and may have been created to

Josh Martinson and his mother, Shonna,
will attend the ENA Awards Gala, where
Kelly will receive her award Oct. 11.
educate the consumer about
emergency nursing/emergency care
issues or advocate for issues in
emergency nursing/emergency care.
Owen is excited that Martinson and
his parents, Kimpton and Glyzewski
will be joining her at the gala.
‘‘A media award is not an individual
award,’’ she said. ‘‘It was my vision,
but it was a team effort and would
have never happened without Mark
Glyzewski, Vicki Kimpton or the teens
agreeing to do it.
‘‘We’re very excited about this
award. Hopefully this will be another
way to get this video out there to other
nurses who could use this video in
their area of education. The more
people that can see this video, the
more it can be used, and the better the
outcome.’’
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